
 

Year 2:  Autumn  1 

Link 1:   know how lines can be used to create an optical effect 

Share read about the life of Bridget Riley e.g. ‘Bridget Riley’ by John Elderfield 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: names of the primary and secondary colours/ Piet Mondrian/ 

how to hold a paint brush/ shade/ stained glass/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ how to draw a bee, 

a spider, an ant and a lady bird. 

Look at how an artist can use repeating lines to create an optical effect for the viewer.  

Replicate, in their sketch books, through manipulating the same shape in a different position, an optical art.  

Learn about ‘responsive eye’ in 1965. Replicate, through manipulating the same shape in a different position, an 

optical art.  

Write a biography. 

 

Link 2:   know how position lines of colour to create optical art 

Share read about the life of Bridget Riley e.g. ‘Bridget Riley’ by John Elderfield 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: names of the primary and secondary colours/ Piet Mondrian/ 

how to hold a paint brush/ shade/ stained glass/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ how to draw a bee, 

a spider, an ant and a lady bird. 

Revise how an artist can use repeating lines to create an optical effect for the viewer.  

Learn about the ‘emergence of colour’ in 1967.  

Replicate, through manipulating the same shape in a different position, an optical art.  

Write a biography. 

 

Link 3:   know how Andy Warhol used colour to highlight different aspects of a fact and create ‘pop art’.  

Share read about the life of Bridget Riley e.g. ‘Bridget Riley’ by John Elderfield 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: names of the primary and secondary colours/ Piet Mondrian/ 

how to hold a paint brush/ shade/ stained glass/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ how to draw a bee, 

a spider, an ant and a lady bird. 

Revise how an artist can use repeating lines to create an optical effect for the viewer.  

Learn who Marilyn Munroe was and understand that she was an iconic figure – relate to a modern person/actress. 

Learn about how Andy Warhol created his famous Marilyn Monroe painting.  

In sketch books draw and colour in the same image in different ways. Build on what the children learnt in Year 1 

about colour.  

Manipulate colour on a painting of a famous person to create a Warhol-style picture.  

Write a biography. 



 

Link 4:   know how Andy Warhol created soup paintings 

Share read about the life of Bridget Riley e.g. ‘Bridget Riley’ by John Elderfield 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: names of the primary and secondary colours/ Piet Mondrian/ 

how to hold a paint brush/ shade/ stained glass/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ how to draw a bee, 

a spider, an ant and a lady bird. 

Revise how an artist can use repeating lines to create an optical effect for the viewer.  

Learn about how Andy Warhol created his famous soup can painting.  

Try to recreate the painting/picture of an every day can in sketch books and then for real.  

Write a biography. 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:    know how to use colour in different ways for different effects 

Share read about the life of Bridget Riley e.g. ‘Bridget Riley’ by John Elderfield 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: names of the primary and secondary colours/ Piet Mondrian/ 

how to hold a paint brush/ shade/ stained glass/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ how to draw a bee, 

a spider, an ant and a lady bird. 

Revise how an artist can use repeating lines to create an optical effect for the viewer.  

Revise about how Andy Warhol created his famous soup can painting and Marilyn Monroe Painting. 

Learn about how the artist created his famous banana painting.  

Use colour in different ways and combine with the optical art of Bridget Riley in their ketch books. 

Try to recreate the painting/picture of an every day piece of fruit using colour and optical lines.  

Write a biography. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 2:  Autumn  2 

Link 1:   know what shape and form means in sculpture 

Share read about Barbara Hepworth e.g. ‘Meet Barbara’ by Laura Carlin.  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: names of the primary and secondary colours/ Piet Mondrian/ 

how to hold a paint brush/ shade/ stained glass/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ how to draw a bee, 

a spider, an ant and a lady bird. 

Learn about Barbara Hepworth and her work  http://www.tate.org.uk/art/artists/dame-barbara-hepworth-

1274/who-is-barbara-hepworth   

Know what shape means in sculpture. 

Know what form means in sculpture by looking at Barbara Hepworth’s work.  

Revise what they learnt about clay and playdough in Reception and Y1. 

Using clay, fashion a small sculpture which reflects shape and form.  

Write a biography. 

 

Link 2:   know what sculptors’ tools are used for 

Share read about Barbara Hepworth e.g. ‘Meet Barbara’ by Laura Carlin.  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: names of the primary and secondary colours/ Piet Mondrian/ 

how to hold a paint brush/ shade/ stained glass/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ how to draw a bee, 

a spider, an ant and a lady bird. 

Learn about Henry Moore   http://www.theartstory.org/artist-moore-henry.htm.  

Revise the idea of shape and form.  

Learn what clay tools are used for and their effect on clay. 

Write in their sketch books what the tools are for. 

In their sketch books make a sketch of a Henry Moore sculpture and write a few sentences about shape and form. 

In clay, try to replicate a Moore-style sculpture. 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:    know how to use everyday materials to forma sculputure 

Share read about the life of Bridget Riley e.g. ‘Bridget Riley’ by John Elderfield 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: names of the primary and secondary colours/ Piet Mondrian/ 

how to hold a paint brush/ shade/ stained glass/ montage/ David Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ how to draw a bee, 

a spider, an ant and a lady bird. 

Learn about Auguste Rodin. Compare the sculptors studied so far. 

Revise shape and form and what the different tools are used for.  

Use materials such as foil, chicken wire etc to recreate a sculpture.  

Write a biography. 

http://www.tate.org.uk/art/artists/dame-barbara-hepworth-1274/who-is-barbara-hepworth
http://www.tate.org.uk/art/artists/dame-barbara-hepworth-1274/who-is-barbara-hepworth
http://www.theartstory.org/artist-moore-henry.htm


Year 2:  Spring  1 

Link 1:   know how designers use shape and form to design cars 

Share read about cars e.g. ‘The story of cars’ by Katie Daynes  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ shade/ stained glass/ montage/ David 

Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ how to draw a bee, a spider, an ant and a lady bird/ shape and form/ Hepworth, 

Moore, Rodin/  

Learn about car designers and designs in the 1960s.   

Evaluate different designs of 1960s cars, compare the European and the cars from the USA.  

Revise the idea of shape and form.  

Learn about aerodynamics.  

Draw/paint or use design tools to make a picture of a car they like the shape and form of.  

Write a description.  

 

Link 2:   know how to use shape and form in designing their own car of the future 

Share read about cars e.g. ‘The story of cars’ by Katie Daynes  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ shade/ stained glass/ montage/ David 

Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ how to draw a bee, a spider, an ant and a lady bird/ shape and form/ Hepworth, 

Moore, Rodin/  

Look at some unusually decorated cars.  

Look some famous artists’ interpretations of car4s e.g. Salvador Dali.  

Create their own designs/decorations in sketch books.  

Watch videos of concept cars and look at the shape and form of their designs.  

Design and draw a car for the future.  

Write a description. 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:    know how designers have created transport that looks good 

but also has a function 

Share read about cars e.g. ‘The story of cars’ by Katie Daynes  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ shade/ stained glass/ montage/ David 

Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ how to draw a bee, a spider, an ant and a lady bird/ shape and form/ Hepworth, 

Moore, Rodin/  

Watch video and look at clips to show different train designs e.g. double decker trains abroad, bullet train in Japan. 

Bicycle designs e.g. electric bike, Sinclair C5, Segway.   

Revise shape and form.  

Design their own transport for the future.   

Write a description. 



Year 2:  Spring  2 

Link 1:   know what perspective means  

Share read about perspective e.g. ‘Perspective’ by Paul Flux.  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ shade/ stained glass/ montage/ David 

Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ how to draw a bee, a spider, an ant and a lady bird/ shape and form/ Hepworth, 

Moore, Rodin/  

Introduce the idea of perspective.  

Show how different artists draw and create perspective e.g. train tracks disappearing into the horizon, a dog close to 

the front of the picture looking taller than a mountain.  

Sketch what they have observed and write a description. 

 

Link 2:   know how an artist makes rivers look as though they are disappearing into the distance 

Share read about perspective e.g. ‘Perspective’ by Paul Flux.  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ shade/ stained glass/ montage/ David 

Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ how to draw a bee, a spider, an ant and a lady bird/ shape and form/ Hepworth, 

Moore, Rodin/  

Revise the idea of perspective.  

Learn about Joe van Wetering. Understand how artists create the impression of rivers and water going away into the 

distance.  

Use charcoal and pastels to show perspective of a river into the distance.  

Write a description. 

 

Link 3:   know how an artist makes things darker in the foreground 

Share read about perspective e.g. ‘Perspective’ by Paul Flux.  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ shade/ stained glass/ montage/ David 

Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ how to draw a bee, a spider, an ant and a lady bird/ shape and form/ Hepworth, 

Moore, Rodin/  

Revise the idea of perspective.  

Learn the idea of foreground and background.  

Revise what they know about Joe van Wetering.  

Observe how objects on the foreground are darker than those in the background.   

Using light and darker colours, use paint to depict perspective in the style of Wetering showing perspective.  

Create the painting.  

Write a description. 

 



Linked curriculum learning objective:    know how to create a picture that uses perspective 

Share read about perspective e.g. ‘Perspective’ by Paul Flux.  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ shade/ stained glass/ montage/ David 

Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ how to draw a bee, a spider, an ant and a lady bird/ shape and form/ Hepworth, 

Moore, Rodin/  

Revise perspective, foreground and background.  

Using pastels, create a picture with sharp bolder, darker colours in the foreground and blended pastels in the 

background e.g. sunset silhouette Write a description. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 2:  Summer  1 

Link 1:   know what a repeating pattern looks like in art 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ shade/ stained glass/ montage/ David 

Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ how to draw a bee, a spider, an ant and a lady bird/ shape and form/ Hepworth, 

Moore, Rodin/ perspective/  

Understand the concept of repeating pattern. 

Trace and replicate a section of an Islamic pattern. Identify how and why it repeats. 

Look at photos and pictures with patterns.  

Create a border of a paper using the pattern.  

Write a description. 

 

Link 2:   know how to recognise Islamic patterns at the Al Hambra 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ shade/ stained glass/ montage/ David 

Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ how to draw a bee, a spider, an ant and a lady bird/ shape and form/ Hepworth, 

Moore, Rodin/ perspective/  

Revise the concept of repeating pattern in Islamic Art. 

Look at Islamic tiles, buildings etc and identify patterns e.g. Al Hambra. 

Learn about Al Hambra – look at images and video clips. 

Repeat some of the patterns they see in sketch books. 

Learn how to use tracing paper. 

Use tracing to replicate an Islamic pattern that they like.  

 

Link 3:   know how to create a potato print of a repeating shape 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ shade/ stained glass/ montage/ David 

Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ how to draw a bee, a spider, an ant and a lady bird/ shape and form/ Hepworth, 

Moore, Rodin/ perspective/  

Revise the concept of repeating pattern in Islamic Art. 

Learn how to create a potato print. 

Use potato print to repeat a shape. 

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:    know how to create a picture that uses perspective 

Share read about perspective e.g. ‘Perspective’ by Paul Flux.  



Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ shade/ stained glass/ montage/ David 

Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ how to draw a bee, a spider, an ant and a lady bird/ shape and form/ Hepworth, 

Moore, Rodin/ perspective/  

Revise the concept of repeating pattern in Islamic Art. 

Revise how to create a potato print. Look at some different patterns and styles in art and design.  

Understand that a pattern can be produced by overlaying two different potato prints.  

Use the template to repeat the pattern.  

Write a description. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 2:         Summer  2 

Link 1:   know what a slogan/caption is   

Share read about posters and slogans e.g. http://www.primaryhomeworkhelp.co.uk/war/campaigns.htm 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ shade/ stained glass/ montage/ David 

Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ how to draw a bee, a spider, an ant and a lady bird/ shape and form/ Hepworth, 

Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern 

Look at posters and slogans from the 1940s and 1950s. Annotate and identify the slogan and caption and what it is 

trying to do.  

Evaluate what the poster is trying to do. Create a similar poster with the same message slogan.  

Write a description of what the slogan is aiming to do.  

 

Link 2:   know the impact of a slogan in different fonts and sizes 

Share read about posters and slogans e.g. http://www.primaryhomeworkhelp.co.uk/war/campaigns.htm 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ shade/ stained glass/ montage/ David 

Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ how to draw a bee, a spider, an ant and a lady bird/ shape and form/ Hepworth, 

Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern 

Look at posters and slogans from the 1940s and 1950s. Try out the same slogan in different fonts to decide on the 

impact and how it can change the message.  

Using the same background replicate some fonts e.g. on the computer 

Write a description of what the slogan is aiming to do.  

 

 

Link 3:    know how the visual images in posters also try to help persuade different audiences 

Share read a report/recount of a visit to an art gallery 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ shade/ stained glass/ montage/ David 

Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ how to draw a bee, a spider, an ant and a lady bird/ shape and form/ Hepworth, 

Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern 

Evaluate different posters and adverts from the 1940s and 1950s 

https://www.iwm.org.uk/learning/resources/second-world-war-posters   e.g. the poster encouraging children to 

drink milk.  

Annotate different posters to explain what it is trying to do and why the artists has chosen the image and the slogan 

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:    know how to use images and fonts and slogans to make their 

own poster  

http://www.primaryhomeworkhelp.co.uk/war/campaigns.htm
http://www.primaryhomeworkhelp.co.uk/war/campaigns.htm
https://www.iwm.org.uk/learning/resources/second-world-war-posters


Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  Piet Mondrian/ shade/ stained glass/ montage/ David 

Hockney/ Hokusai/ Monet/ how to draw a bee, a spider, an ant and a lady bird/ shape and form/ Hepworth, 

Moore, Rodin/ perspective/ repeating pattern 

Create their own poster. Sketch/plan what images they will use, what font and what slogan 

Write about what they have done and why they have chosen the images.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


